
EL-HR40

The Nice Handheld Remote

Designed to bring out the best in the 
award-winning Nice/ELAN® user interface, 
the Nice HR40 redefines the remote 
control experience. From the unmatched 
elegance of its large touch screen to the 
convenience of dedicated buttons, the 
Nice HR40 over-delivers in every aspect.

This sleek WiFi remote leads with a 
3.1" touch screen mounted flush for 
a remarkably sophisticated feel while 
navigating the intuitive Nice/ELAN UI. 
The Nice HR40 is a full fledged control 
interface that allows you to answer the 
front door with video, communicate 
with other interfaces using the included 
intercom feature, and be notified on the 
screen when events are triggered. 
The screen enables swipe and scroll 
touch controls to quickly access 
multiple screens. 

Control all your media, lock and unlock 
doors, dim lights, adjust the temperature, 
control the security system, monitor 
surveillance cameras and more, all with 
a simple touch. With its Wi-Fi radio and 
a built-in accelerometer, the Nice HR40 
instantly wakes the moment it’s needed. 
And with integration of popular voice 
platforms and custom voice solutions, 
the Nice HR40 uses the power of voice to 
control a Nice/ELAN system.

With additional personalization, different 
users can create profiles on the remote to 
customize their own experience. 

With a simplified button layout, the Nice 
HR40 includes two hard buttons that can 
be personalized for one-button access 
to key systems, or actions like favorites 
or scenes. 

If the remote gets misplaced, never be 
without it using the remote finder function. 
Use any other Nice/ELAN interface to 
play a sound from the remote to quickly 
locate it.

A Lithium-ion battery powers the Nice 
HR40 for more than 7 hours with the 
display on and over 6 days on standby. 
A magnetic charging base is included, 
cradling the Nice HR40 in a handy upright 
position. Zone assignment gives the Nice 
HR40 a default zone when placed on the 
charging stand. The built-in IR blaster 
gives the option to control devices in 
areas where an emitter cannot be placed.

Remotely and wirelessly configured, 
the Nice HR40 can quickly be added 
to any Nice/ELAN project. Interface 
templates for popular sources within the 
Configuration Software allow the Nice 
HR40 to be personalized so all Nice/
ELAN customers get the most intuitive 
experience for their system.

Complete system control with instant feedback and control 
of video, music, lighting, security and climate, and more.
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ORDER NO. EL-HR40

EL-HR40  The Nice Handheld Remote

FEATURES

Flush Mount Capacitive touch screen.  

Slim profile designed for ease of use and comfort 

Wakes instantly on motion or button press

Integrated voice control for connected devices

Remote finder. Use any other Nice/ELAN UI to play a sound on the remote 

On screen meta-data feedback

Monitor surveillance cameras from the touchscreen 

Integrated intercom for communicating with other Nice/ELAN user interfaces or answering a video doorbell

User Profiles personalized for individual user preferences

Room Based Control for lighting, climate, media, and more

Customizable “press and hold” functions 

Customizable buttons for one touch control of audio, video, lighting, and more

Direct IR Control. No need for IR emitter cables when devices are outside of a cabinet

Wi-Fi connectivity provides extended range

Magnetic charging base securely holds the remote in place

Wireless configuration. Deploying a remote has never been easier

INCLUDED IN THE BOX:
(1) HR40 Remote
(1) Charging Base
(1) Charging Cable
(1) Power Supply 
(1) Quick Reference Guide

DISPLAY

Touch Screen LED Backlit Capacitive Touch

Screen Size 3.1" Diagonal / 78.75 mm Ultra Thin Bezel

Illumination Backlit with Adjustable Brightness Control

Resolution 480 x 800

Viewing Angle 80° (up/down/left/right)

PORTS  / INTERFACES

Infrared 40ft / 12 meters - Line of Sight

Wi-Fi 2.4GHz / 5.0GHz

Charge Contacts Gold Plated

Microphone MEMS, omni-directional, sensitivity: -42dB

Charging Power Requirements 5 V 2.00 A

Dimensions 7.85 x 2.00 x 0.50 in / 200 x 52 x 14 mm

Weight 6.5 oz / 0.18 kg
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